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After the Manned Lunar Landing?

Throughout history the moon has had a special place in man's consciousness. Archeological evidence indicates that prehistoric man was highly aware of the moon and its changing phases. The literature of all ages contains many references to the moon. Our satellite is still an object of unusual psychological significance. Who has not had a sense of awe and grandeur in watching a rising full moon? Its special role in emotional matters is evidenced by many popular songs of this era (see page 594). No other object in the sky—not even the sun—has received more attention. Small wonder that the adventure of traveling to the moon commands continuing interest and support. This backing seemed not to flag even when the Ranger pictures showed a desolate lunar landscape.

The deep world-wide interest in exploration of the moon gives the effort great propaganda value. Simultaneously, interest in scientific information concerning the satellite has been heightened. Such knowledge serves to increase the probability of successful missions. Also, the information is interesting in its own right. The results from unmanned missions so far have served more to stimulate curiosity than to provide answers. The pictures sent back by Rangers 8 and 9, while magnificent, have raised more questions than they have settled. It is clear that many features of the lunar surface were produced by meteorite impact. However, the pictures have not ruled out the possibility that volcanism has played a role. The presence of slump structures has been attributed by some to volcanism. Others think the structures have resulted from subsurface sublimation of ice.

The major question of the origin of the moon is no closer to being answered. Was the moon captured by Earth, or was the satellite once part of Earth? Soft-landed unmanned vehicles will provide more information about the moon, while raising new questions. Manned exploration and the return of samples to Earth may be necessary to resolve some of the puzzles.

To date the purely scientific results from our manned space program have not been impressive. With good reason, the engineering and medical aspects have been given overriding priority. In effect, our manned space program has consisted of a series of great technological stunts. One is reminded of an acrobatic act where spectators are awed by a series of difficult feats. The acrobatic team must constantly increase the complexity of its act in order to hold the audience's attention. If the John Glenn mission were repeated today, how much attention would it receive?

The Space Agency is now well advanced in its progress toward a lunar landing. Increasingly, planners are considering follow-on programs. These include more grandiose efforts toward manned exploration of the moon and attempts to explore Mars. Will the Space Agency be able to devise a continuing series of spectaculars of ascending dramatic quality? I think not. The first successful landing on the moon will be a climax. Just as succeeding cliffs of Mt. Everest, after the first ascent, have drawn diminishing attention, later lunar travel will lose its novelty.

As for Mars, how many popular songs have been written about it? On euphoric grounds alone, the paucity is not surprising—bars, chars, jars. More fundamental is the question, "How many people know where Mars is, or even care?" Perhaps man will one day go to the planet, but the psychological and emotional impact of the trip will be pale in comparison with that of the first successful landing on the moon.

—PHILIP H. ABELSON